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Less is different…
Modern processing tools allow manipulation of matter at length scales 

where transport phenomena are distinctly different from the bulk!

Electrons (                 ) Phonons (                 )
~10’s of nm ~100’s of nm

Thermal measurements at the nanoscale are challenging, and 
much remains to be explored! 

Search of WOS for “Quantized 
Conductance”

>1500 papers
3 papers with > 1000 citations

~10 papers with > 400 citations

Search of WOS for “Quantized 
Thermal Conductance”

~96 papers
1 paper with > 300 citations

~10 papers with > 30 citations
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Ktot = Ka +Ks Ks = Ktot −Ka
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Measuring Thermal Conductivity of thin films

To Thot

P

Assumes conduction of heat!  Radiation is often important at 100+K

Subtraction of a large background nearly always leads to 
LARGE experimental error!

ks = Ks
�

tfilmw
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Measuring thermopower of thin-films

Several reports on thermoelectric power 
(TEP) and magnetothermoelectric (MTEP) 
power for spin-valves, other thin films…
 many open questions remain… 1) L. Piraux, et al., JMMM 110, L247 (1992)

2) J. Shi, et al., JMMM 125, L251 (1993)
3) E. Yu. Tsymbal et al., PRB 59, 8371 (1999)
…

To Thot

P

V
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Zink’s Personal Spin-Caloric Timeline 

2006 2011

Fall 2006:
Start DU

Fall 2007-Spring 2008,
Working with Matt Pufall, 
Wrote First Proposal on 
“Thermal spin transfer...” 

MMM 2008,
Presented First 
Results on TEP 
and k of Ni films

Fall 2008,
Uchida, et al. first 
observe SSE

Late nineties (!):
Heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity of amorphous 
magnetic semiconductor thin 
films in spin glass state  

MAR 2008,
First Thermal 
Transport 
Results  

Early 2009,
“Hey, these SSE 
measurements 
should be easy 
for us...”

Myers/Heremans 
collab. report 
strong substrate 
dependence

Uchida, et al. 
report ~zero 
SSE signal on 
amorphous 
substrate

First SSE 
platforms 
constructed, 
first data. 

Maybe Barry 
Understands 
our SSE 
data?
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 Comparing Backgrounds...

KSi-N + 50 nm Ni film

KSi-N

KSi-N + 75 nm Ni-Fe film

KSi-N

KB + KS

KB
Friday, May 13, 2011
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A few details… RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

AVERY, SULTAN, BASSETT, WEI, AND ZINK PHYSICAL REVIEW B 83, 100401(R) (2011)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Top panel: Suspended thermal isolation
platform with a schematic view of the circuit for measuring thermo-
voltage. Bottom panel: Thermovoltage (!V ) vs temperature change
across the bridge (!T ) at 299 K for Fe, Cu, Co, Ni, and Ni-Fe films.
Inset: Closeup of the island structure with heater and thermometer
wires and the lead for measuring thermopower and resistivity.

patterned with a thermometer for measuring the reference
temperature. At each reference point, a calibration reading is
taken of all three integrated thermometers. All resistors, both
heating and thermometry, have four wires running to them to
allow four-wire measurements.

The first step in our technique is to establish a well-
controlled thermal gradient across the platform. We create
thermal gradients across the bridge using Joule heating
provided by applying a series of currents to the heater on one
island. After allowing sufficient time for thermal equilibrium,
we measure the resistance of the thermometers on both islands
and the frame. We convert from resistance (R) to temperature
(T ) for each of the thermometers by curve fitting the T versus
R plot for each thermometer. !T is the temperature difference
between the two islands. To measure absolute thermopower,
we measured the thermoelectric voltage developed across
the sample in response to the !T . Thermopower is given
by the slope of the !V versus !T plot at each reference
temperature. For all measurements, we mount the platforms to
a temperature-regulated oxygen-free high-purity copper block
in a sample-in-vacuum cryostat. The block is surrounded by
a copper radiation shield that provides an isothermal environ-
ment. The small area of the heated island dramatically reduces
radiative heating that is usually problematic over 100 K.10

The magnetic films were deposited onto the thermal plat-
form and additional separate Si-N substrates using electron-
beam evaporation in an ultrahigh vacuum evaporation (UHV)

chamber. The Cu film was thermally evaporated in the same
UHV chamber and the 50-nm Ni film was rf sputtered at NIST,
Boulder. Each film was deposited onto the bridge through a
micromachined shadow mask that was aligned to allow the film
to overlap the leads for measuring thermopower and electrical
resistivity. The samples were grown at pressures between 10−7

and 10−8 torr. Resistivities of the substrates were measured
using the Van der Pauw method and the film thicknesses were
verified using profilometry.

Although the platform design removes lead resistance, it
does not eliminate contact resistance. There are only two phys-
ical contacts for measuring film thermopower and resistivity on
the platform. We have seen evidence of contact resistance after
making measurements of the film on the bridge and comparing
the film resistivity to the resistivity of a concurrently grown
substrate. Successive measurements of resistivity over time
have shown a time-dependent increase in resistance as well.
However, subsequent measurements of film thermopower over
time are repeatable. Therefore, we do not think this additional
resistance is affecting the thermopower of the films.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 compares literature values for bulk Ni to measured
thermopower and resistivity results for the following films:
50-nm Ni, 83-nm Ni, two 75-nm Ni-Fe alloys, and a 60-nm
Ni-Fe alloy. Data for several of these films were presented in an
earlier study.12 The data shown here for all samples are either
from a repeated measurement or a result of reanalyzing the
previous raw data with improved methods. Both the sputtered
and evaporated Ni films display thermopower with the same
sign as the bulk Ni (Ref. 11) and exhibit a temperature depen-
dence similar to that of the bulk, but with smaller magnitude.
Note that the roughly linear behavior with temperature (with
negative slope) matches the expected behavior based on the
Mott equation. Of the two Ni films measured, the film with
greater disorder, as indicated by resistivity values, showed the
smallest values for thermopower. In contrast, the thermopower
measurements of Ni-Fe films display dramatically different
temperature response when compared to a bulk Ni-Fe alloy
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Measured ρ and α of Ni (Filled circles:
83-nm evaporated film, Open circles: 50-nm sputtered film) and Ni-Fe
alloy films (Open triangles: 75-nm films, Closed triangles: 60-nm
film) compared to bulk literature values for Ni (Ref. 11) (solid lines).
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patterned with a thermometer for measuring the reference
temperature. At each reference point, a calibration reading is
taken of all three integrated thermometers. All resistors, both
heating and thermometry, have four wires running to them to
allow four-wire measurements.

The first step in our technique is to establish a well-
controlled thermal gradient across the platform. We create
thermal gradients across the bridge using Joule heating
provided by applying a series of currents to the heater on one
island. After allowing sufficient time for thermal equilibrium,
we measure the resistance of the thermometers on both islands
and the frame. We convert from resistance (R) to temperature
(T ) for each of the thermometers by curve fitting the T versus
R plot for each thermometer. !T is the temperature difference
between the two islands. To measure absolute thermopower,
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resistivity. The samples were grown at pressures between 10−7

and 10−8 torr. Resistivities of the substrates were measured
using the Van der Pauw method and the film thicknesses were
verified using profilometry.

Although the platform design removes lead resistance, it
does not eliminate contact resistance. There are only two phys-
ical contacts for measuring film thermopower and resistivity on
the platform. We have seen evidence of contact resistance after
making measurements of the film on the bridge and comparing
the film resistivity to the resistivity of a concurrently grown
substrate. Successive measurements of resistivity over time
have shown a time-dependent increase in resistance as well.
However, subsequent measurements of film thermopower over
time are repeatable. Therefore, we do not think this additional
resistance is affecting the thermopower of the films.
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thermopower and resistivity results for the following films:
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Advantages of Micromachined Thermal Platforms
 Stupid simple geometry

 Wide temperature range 

 77 to > 300 K for these experiments

 Easily controllable, reversible thermal gradient

 Can potentially measure a wide range of thin 
film materials

 DISADVANTAGE?  For the moment stuck with an 
amorphous substrate (Si-N)

  measurement of k, α and σ on the SAME sample
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Closer look at k for films near RT

NiFe alloys

Ni

(1) T Farrell et al, J. Phys. C 2, 1465 (1969)
(2) MN Ou et al, APL 92, 063101 (2008)
(3) JP Moore et al, JAP 42, 3114 (1971)

(4) MJ Laubitz et al, Can. J. Phys. 51, 1247-1256 (1973)
(5) GE Childs et al, MBS Monograph 131, (1973)
(6) JP Moore et al, Can. J. Phys.  45, (1967)

Bulk Ni (1)
Ni NW (2)
Bulk Ni3Fe (3)
Bulk Co (4)
Bulk Stainless (5)
Bulk Cu (6)

First step toward thermoelectric, thermal spin 
current measurements in nanostructures? k and TEP on films   
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NiFe alloys
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(1) T Farrell et al, J. Phys. C 2, 1465 (1969)
(2) MN Ou et al, APL 92, 063101 (2008)
(3) JP Moore et al, JAP 42, 3114 (1971)

(4) MJ Laubitz et al, Can. J. Phys. 51, 1247-1256 (1973)
(5) GE Childs et al, MBS Monograph 131, (1973)
(6) JP Moore et al, Can. J. Phys.  45, (1967)

Bulk Ni (1)
Ni NW (2)
Bulk Ni3Fe (3)
Bulk Co (4)
Bulk Stainless (5)
Bulk Cu (6)

ρ (μΩ cm)
Cu 1.7
Co 6.0
Ni 7.2
Fe 10
Cr 12.8

Co

Cr

Cu

Fe

First step toward thermoelectric, thermal spin 
current measurements in nanostructures? k and TEP on films   
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Deviations from Wiedemann-Franz 

Valid in regimes where same 
relaxation process dominates both 
electrical and thermal conductivity

High and Low T
high q scattering across the Fermi sphere

In clean bulk materials, breaks down 
for intermediate T

small q,  “vertical” scattering relaxes 
thermal conduction but has little effect on 
electrical...

Additional contributions to k can also 
cause apparent “violations”
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Lorenz Number
Since we measure ρ and k on EXACTLY the same sample, 
examination of the Wiedemann-Franz law is simple

Ni NW: M. N. Ou, et al., APL 92, 063101 (2008)
Bulk Ni: White, et al. PRL 19, 165 (1967), Philos. Trans. R. Soc. A 251 273 (1959)   
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Top panel: Suspended thermal isolation
platform with a schematic view of the circuit for measuring thermo-
voltage. Bottom panel: Thermovoltage (!V ) vs temperature change
across the bridge (!T ) at 299 K for Fe, Cu, Co, Ni, and Ni-Fe films.
Inset: Closeup of the island structure with heater and thermometer
wires and the lead for measuring thermopower and resistivity.

patterned with a thermometer for measuring the reference
temperature. At each reference point, a calibration reading is
taken of all three integrated thermometers. All resistors, both
heating and thermometry, have four wires running to them to
allow four-wire measurements.

The first step in our technique is to establish a well-
controlled thermal gradient across the platform. We create
thermal gradients across the bridge using Joule heating
provided by applying a series of currents to the heater on one
island. After allowing sufficient time for thermal equilibrium,
we measure the resistance of the thermometers on both islands
and the frame. We convert from resistance (R) to temperature
(T ) for each of the thermometers by curve fitting the T versus
R plot for each thermometer. !T is the temperature difference
between the two islands. To measure absolute thermopower,
we measured the thermoelectric voltage developed across
the sample in response to the !T . Thermopower is given
by the slope of the !V versus !T plot at each reference
temperature. For all measurements, we mount the platforms to
a temperature-regulated oxygen-free high-purity copper block
in a sample-in-vacuum cryostat. The block is surrounded by
a copper radiation shield that provides an isothermal environ-
ment. The small area of the heated island dramatically reduces
radiative heating that is usually problematic over 100 K.10

The magnetic films were deposited onto the thermal plat-
form and additional separate Si-N substrates using electron-
beam evaporation in an ultrahigh vacuum evaporation (UHV)

chamber. The Cu film was thermally evaporated in the same
UHV chamber and the 50-nm Ni film was rf sputtered at NIST,
Boulder. Each film was deposited onto the bridge through a
micromachined shadow mask that was aligned to allow the film
to overlap the leads for measuring thermopower and electrical
resistivity. The samples were grown at pressures between 10−7

and 10−8 torr. Resistivities of the substrates were measured
using the Van der Pauw method and the film thicknesses were
verified using profilometry.

Although the platform design removes lead resistance, it
does not eliminate contact resistance. There are only two phys-
ical contacts for measuring film thermopower and resistivity on
the platform. We have seen evidence of contact resistance after
making measurements of the film on the bridge and comparing
the film resistivity to the resistivity of a concurrently grown
substrate. Successive measurements of resistivity over time
have shown a time-dependent increase in resistance as well.
However, subsequent measurements of film thermopower over
time are repeatable. Therefore, we do not think this additional
resistance is affecting the thermopower of the films.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 compares literature values for bulk Ni to measured
thermopower and resistivity results for the following films:
50-nm Ni, 83-nm Ni, two 75-nm Ni-Fe alloys, and a 60-nm
Ni-Fe alloy. Data for several of these films were presented in an
earlier study.12 The data shown here for all samples are either
from a repeated measurement or a result of reanalyzing the
previous raw data with improved methods. Both the sputtered
and evaporated Ni films display thermopower with the same
sign as the bulk Ni (Ref. 11) and exhibit a temperature depen-
dence similar to that of the bulk, but with smaller magnitude.
Note that the roughly linear behavior with temperature (with
negative slope) matches the expected behavior based on the
Mott equation. Of the two Ni films measured, the film with
greater disorder, as indicated by resistivity values, showed the
smallest values for thermopower. In contrast, the thermopower
measurements of Ni-Fe films display dramatically different
temperature response when compared to a bulk Ni-Fe alloy
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Measured ρ and α of Ni (Filled circles:
83-nm evaporated film, Open circles: 50-nm sputtered film) and Ni-Fe
alloy films (Open triangles: 75-nm films, Closed triangles: 60-nm
film) compared to bulk literature values for Ni (Ref. 11) (solid lines).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Measured ρ and α of Co (Asterix: 167-nm

thick film, x-filled circle: 75-nm thick film) and Cu films compared
to bulk thermopower values for Co (Ref. 14) and Cu (Ref. 15).

reported by Ho13 (these data are not shown in Fig. 2, but
are negative with larger magnitude than bulk Ni and show
signs of saturation near room temperature). The thermopower
for the Ni-Fe films is negative as predicted, has a smaller
magnitude, and a weaker temperature dependence than the
bulk sample. One reason for this more complicated comparison
between film and bulk may be the Ni-Fe composition of the
films. The experimental permalloy films were not 80% Ni
and 20% Fe as in the literature bulk sample, but evaporated
from a ternary alloy with approximate composition 80% Ni,
15 % Fe, and 5% Mo. This difference in thermopower with
respect to temperature could be due to additional scattering
centers introduced by the Mo. The greater disorder in the
alloys contributes additional electron scattering resulting in
lower observed thermopower for these films. This smaller
thermopower could also be due to changes in the shape of
the Ni Fermi surface caused by the Fe and Mo. impurities

Thermopower and resistivity measurements for two Co
films, 75 and 167 nm, and a 75-nm Cu film are presented
in Fig. 3 with bulk literature thermopower values for Co
(Ref. 14) and Cu.15 The Co film grown at a base pressure of 6 ×
10−10 torr has a lower resistivity and larger thermopower than
the second Co film grown at a base pressure of 1 × 10−10.
The Co film that was grown at a lower base pressure also has
a temperature dependence closer to its bulk counterpart. Cu
was chosen for its properties as a simple divalent nonmagnetic
metal. Thermopower for Cu is predicted to be positive because
its Fermi surface intersects the boundary of the first Brillouin
zone. The measured thermopower for this Cu film is small and
positive as expected. Both Cu and Co films, like the Ni, have
smaller thermopower than bulk.

The 65- and 75-nm Fe films exhibit positive thermopower
with a well-defined peak that we attribute to magnon
drag. Similar to phonon drag, magnon drag appears when
interactions between electrons and the magnon thermal
current increase the voltage drop across a material at a given
temperature. The two Fe films are plotted with several Fe and
Fe alloys from Blatt et al.11 in Fig. 4 illustrating this effect.
In the paper by Blatt et al., both magnetic and nonmagnetic
metallic impurities diminished but did not destroy the magnon
drag effect in bulk Fe. Similarly, our experiments show
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Fe α films (circles) compared to bulk data
(lines 1–5) from Blatt et al. (Ref. 11) Line 1: bulk Fe; 2: 0.6% Ni; 3:
1.45% Ni; 4: 1% Pt; and 5: 2% Pt

that magnons in Fe are far less sensitive than phonons to
the disorder inherent in our films. Our results are a good
indication that magnon drag still makes a clear contribution to
thermopower even in disordered thin films. Magnons in the Fe
films may also be responsible for the much smaller observed
reduction in thermopower magnitude when compared to the
other ferromagnetic films in this study. Although magnon
drag seems to peak around 175 K in these films, magnons are
still present throughout this temperature regime, resulting in
larger film thermopower magnitudes in general.

These measurements clearly demonstrate coupling between
resistivity and thermopower in magnetic films. Although
it is tempting to explain the reduction in thermopower
with changing resistivity using a constant offset or simple
scaling factor, the observed differences in both thermopower
magnitude and slope illustrate a more complicated relationship
between the two quantities. Examination of Eqs. (1) and (2)
suggests that α/T might scale simply with disorder, but this
also appears not to be true for the data on this series of thin
films. This prevents application of an effective electronic
mean-free path model such as that recently used to explain
reduction of thermopower in a nickel nanowire.16 Additional
measurements of a wider range of films over a wider range of
temperature could shed light on what other effects play a role
in the thermopower in thin metallic films.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a robust technique for making sensitive
measurements of both thermopower and electrical resistivity
on a thin-film sample. We have discussed experimental results
for a simple metal film (Cu) as well as several ferromagnetic
films with thicknesses ranging from 50–167 nm. All films
measured displayed positive or negative thermopower in agree-
ment with predicted theoretical values. With the exception
of the Fe films, the magnitude of thermopower in the films
was considerably reduced from values exhibited by similar
bulk materials. The Fe films exhibited a smaller reduction in
thermopower compared to bulk and a peak that were attributed
to magnon effects in Fe. In this temperature range, disorder
reduces the thermoelectric response to the heat flow caused by
application of a thermal gradient across the film.
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We present measurements of thermopower (Seebeck coefficient) and electrical resistivity of a wide selection of
polycrystalline ferromagnetic films with thicknesses ranging from 60–167 nm. For comparison, a copper film of
similar thickness was measured with the same techniques. Both the thermal and electrical measurements, made as
a function of temperature from 77–325 K, are made using a micromachined thermal isolation platform consisting
of a suspended, patterned silicon-nitride membrane. We observe a strong correlation between the resistivity of
the films and the thermopower. Films with higher resistivity and residual resistivity ratios, indicating a higher
concentration of static defects such as impurities or grain boundaries, with rare exception show thermopower of
the same sign, but with absolute magnitude reduced from the thermopower of the corresponding bulk material.
In addition, iron films exhibit the pronounced low-temperature peak in thermopower associated with magnon
drag, with a magnitude similar to that seen in bulk iron alloys. These results provide important groundwork for
ongoing studies of related thermoelectric effects in nanomagnetic systems, such as the spin Seebeck effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Both the established field of spintronics and the emerging
field of spin caloritronics1 are exploring the next generation of
logic and memory devices. Often designed with microscale
and nanoscale magnetic samples, these devices are being
developed both to improve energy efficiency and increase
performance speed. This recent interest has generated in-
creased focus on research into magnetic and thermal effects
in a variety of sample types, including nanowires used for
racetrack memory,2 in multilayered films and nanowires,3–5

and to manipulate spin degrees of freedom in thin films.6–8

In order for these new technologies to advance, a thorough
understanding of thermoelectric effects in candidate magnetic
materials is necessary.

One important thermoelectric quantity being explored is
the traditional Seebeck effect, or thermopower (α), which is
the voltage generated across a material when a difference in
temperature is maintained at each end. When a temperature
bias is applied across a sample, the electrons from the hot end
of the sample diffuse into available energy states at the cooler
end, setting up a potential difference. The theoretical equation
describing α in the free-electron model is the Mott equation

α(E) = π2

3
k2
BT

e

[
∂ lnσ (E)

∂E

]

E=EF

, (1)

where
∂ lnσ (E)

∂E
= ∂A

∂E
+ ∂λ

∂E
. (2)

In the preceding equation, σ is the electrical conductivity of
a material, T is the temperature, A is the area of the Fermi
sphere, and λ is the electron mean-free path.9 This equation
relates changes in conductivity with changes in energy at the
Fermi level and is sensitive to the changes in the number
of available scattering centers and in the shape of the Fermi
surface.

We have recently developed a micromachined thermal
isolation platform that is a versatile and powerful tool for
probing thermal properties and thermoelectric transport in

a wide range of systems,10 and is particularly well suited
for studies of polycrystalline films ranging in thickness from
∼10–200 nm. Although α in thin films can be measured by
less involved means, this platform offers several advantages
for thermopower measurements. Both the small size of the
platform and the ability to make measurements of ρ on the
same sample removes uncertainties related to inhomogeneities
between different samples. The small platform size also re-
duces radiation losses and offers better confidence that thermal
gradients are controlled and measured with accuracy. Finally,
the symmetry of the thermal platform greatly minimizes or
eliminates any additional thermovoltage contribution from the
leads that bridge the temperature gradient.

In the following sections, we first explain our measurement
technique and layout of the thermal platform. We then present
recent thermopower and electrical resistivity results for
nickel, iron, permalloy (Ni-Fe), cobalt, and copper films with
thicknesses ranging from 50–167 nm. Finally, we discuss
these results and future directions for probing the fundamental
physics governing thermoelectric transport in thin films and
other nanostructures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Fabrication of the thermal isolation platform shown in
Fig. 1 begins with a 500-nm-thick layer of amorphous silicon
nitride (Si-N) deposited on both sides of a Si wafer by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition. A molybdenum layer
is sputtered on the top of the wafer and then etched to form
heaters, thermometers, and leads. Next, we etch the Si-N
layer underneath the metal to form the platform features
including two thermal islands, a Si-N bridge, and eight legs.
The bridge serves as the thermal link between the two islands,
and the legs connect the islands to the thermal bath, or
frame. Finally, the entire platform is released by removing
the bulk Si below the platform with an anisotropic Si etch.
This leaves the Si-N structure suspended over a Si etch pit.
Further fabrication details are published elsewhere.10 Each
island is patterned with a heater, a thermometer, and a lead
for measuring thermopower and resistivity. The frame is also
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isolation platform that is a versatile and powerful tool for
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a wide range of systems,10 and is particularly well suited
for studies of polycrystalline films ranging in thickness from
∼10–200 nm. Although α in thin films can be measured by
less involved means, this platform offers several advantages
for thermopower measurements. Both the small size of the
platform and the ability to make measurements of ρ on the
same sample removes uncertainties related to inhomogeneities
between different samples. The small platform size also re-
duces radiation losses and offers better confidence that thermal
gradients are controlled and measured with accuracy. Finally,
the symmetry of the thermal platform greatly minimizes or
eliminates any additional thermovoltage contribution from the
leads that bridge the temperature gradient.

In the following sections, we first explain our measurement
technique and layout of the thermal platform. We then present
recent thermopower and electrical resistivity results for
nickel, iron, permalloy (Ni-Fe), cobalt, and copper films with
thicknesses ranging from 50–167 nm. Finally, we discuss
these results and future directions for probing the fundamental
physics governing thermoelectric transport in thin films and
other nanostructures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Fabrication of the thermal isolation platform shown in
Fig. 1 begins with a 500-nm-thick layer of amorphous silicon
nitride (Si-N) deposited on both sides of a Si wafer by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition. A molybdenum layer
is sputtered on the top of the wafer and then etched to form
heaters, thermometers, and leads. Next, we etch the Si-N
layer underneath the metal to form the platform features
including two thermal islands, a Si-N bridge, and eight legs.
The bridge serves as the thermal link between the two islands,
and the legs connect the islands to the thermal bath, or
frame. Finally, the entire platform is released by removing
the bulk Si below the platform with an anisotropic Si etch.
This leaves the Si-N structure suspended over a Si etch pit.
Further fabrication details are published elsewhere.10 Each
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performance speed. This recent interest has generated in-
creased focus on research into magnetic and thermal effects
in a variety of sample types, including nanowires used for
racetrack memory,2 in multilayered films and nanowires,3–5

and to manipulate spin degrees of freedom in thin films.6–8

In order for these new technologies to advance, a thorough
understanding of thermoelectric effects in candidate magnetic
materials is necessary.

One important thermoelectric quantity being explored is
the traditional Seebeck effect, or thermopower (α), which is
the voltage generated across a material when a difference in
temperature is maintained at each end. When a temperature
bias is applied across a sample, the electrons from the hot end
of the sample diffuse into available energy states at the cooler
end, setting up a potential difference. The theoretical equation
describing α in the free-electron model is the Mott equation

α(E) = π2

3
k2
BT

e

[
∂ lnσ (E)

∂E

]

E=EF

, (1)

where
∂ lnσ (E)

∂E
= ∂A

∂E
+ ∂λ

∂E
. (2)

In the preceding equation, σ is the electrical conductivity of
a material, T is the temperature, A is the area of the Fermi
sphere, and λ is the electron mean-free path.9 This equation
relates changes in conductivity with changes in energy at the
Fermi level and is sensitive to the changes in the number
of available scattering centers and in the shape of the Fermi
surface.

We have recently developed a micromachined thermal
isolation platform that is a versatile and powerful tool for
probing thermal properties and thermoelectric transport in

a wide range of systems,10 and is particularly well suited
for studies of polycrystalline films ranging in thickness from
∼10–200 nm. Although α in thin films can be measured by
less involved means, this platform offers several advantages
for thermopower measurements. Both the small size of the
platform and the ability to make measurements of ρ on the
same sample removes uncertainties related to inhomogeneities
between different samples. The small platform size also re-
duces radiation losses and offers better confidence that thermal
gradients are controlled and measured with accuracy. Finally,
the symmetry of the thermal platform greatly minimizes or
eliminates any additional thermovoltage contribution from the
leads that bridge the temperature gradient.

In the following sections, we first explain our measurement
technique and layout of the thermal platform. We then present
recent thermopower and electrical resistivity results for
nickel, iron, permalloy (Ni-Fe), cobalt, and copper films with
thicknesses ranging from 50–167 nm. Finally, we discuss
these results and future directions for probing the fundamental
physics governing thermoelectric transport in thin films and
other nanostructures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Fabrication of the thermal isolation platform shown in
Fig. 1 begins with a 500-nm-thick layer of amorphous silicon
nitride (Si-N) deposited on both sides of a Si wafer by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition. A molybdenum layer
is sputtered on the top of the wafer and then etched to form
heaters, thermometers, and leads. Next, we etch the Si-N
layer underneath the metal to form the platform features
including two thermal islands, a Si-N bridge, and eight legs.
The bridge serves as the thermal link between the two islands,
and the legs connect the islands to the thermal bath, or
frame. Finally, the entire platform is released by removing
the bulk Si below the platform with an anisotropic Si etch.
This leaves the Si-N structure suspended over a Si etch pit.
Further fabrication details are published elsewhere.10 Each
island is patterned with a heater, a thermometer, and a lead
for measuring thermopower and resistivity. The frame is also
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H), Nernst effects26 are suppressed. The distance between the ends of
the Ni81Fe19 layer along the temperature gradient is L5 6mm, which
is much greater than the spin-diffusion length of Ni81Fe19

25.
The mechanism of the measurement is as follows. In this set-up,

the spin voltage, m"2 m#, which is thermally generated in theNi81Fe19
layer, induces a spin current in the Pt layer through the Ni81Fe19–Pt
interface (Figs 2d and 3a). In the Pt layer, jm"2m#j decreases along the
z direction. Because the spin polarization, s, of this spin current lies
along the magnetization direction, when jHj.HC the spin current

induced in the Pt layer generates an electromotive force along the y
direction owing to the ISHE in the Pt layer (Fig. 2d and equation (1)).
Here we note that the sign of m"2 m# reverses between the ends of the
Ni81Fe19 layer, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Therefore, the direction of s in
the Pt layer and the sign of ESHE, the electromotive force induced by
the ISHE, are expected to reverse between the higher- and the lower-
temperature ends (Fig. 2d and equation (1)). This distinctive beha-
viour of the electromotive force is characteristic of the ISHE induced
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Figure 2 | Experimental set-up. a, Illustration of the calculated distributions
of the electrochemical potentials m" and m# for spin-up and, respectively, spin-
down electrons in a metallic magnet. A temperature gradient =T is applied
along the x direction. We write m" and m# respectively as m"5mc"2 ew and
m#5mc#2 ew, where e is the elementary charge,w is the electrostatic potential,
and mc" and m

c
# are the spin-dependent chemical potentials, which depend on

the temperature T and on the densities n" and n#. Thus, the gradient of m" can
be expanded as =m"5 (hmc"/hn")=n"1 (hmc"/hT)=T2 e=w (and that of m#
similarly). The first term on the right-hand side reflects the particle-density
(n") modulation (accumulation term) and the second term the entropy
contribution; hmc"/hT reflects the spin-subband entropy. Because, in
comparison with our sample size (L5 6mm), =n" and =n# decay within a
spin-diffusion length25 (,5nm in NiFe) of the ends, the accumulation terms
have a minor role and the difference between =m" and =m# is given by
=(m"2m#)5 eSS=T, where SS5 (1/e)[hmc"/hT2 hmc#/hT]. For a metallic
magnet, in general, hmc"/hT? hmc#/hT. This implies that a temperature
gradient induces a finite gradient of spin voltage, m"2m#. Because of the
symmetry,m"2m# crosses zero at the centre of the sample.b, c, Illustrationsof
the measurement set-up in the present study. The sample consists of a
Ni81Fe19 film with a Pt wire attached to one end. The surface of the Ni81Fe19
film is a 24-mm2 rectangle. The chemical composition was confirmed using
fluorescent X-ray microscopy. H denotes the external magnetic field vector
(with magnitude H). To generate a temperature gradient in the film, the
temperature difference between two Cu blocks connected to either end of the
samplewas controlled in a vacuum,usingheaters and thermocouples attached
to the blocks. d, Illustration of the spin Seebeck effect induced by a
temperature gradient =T in a Ni81Fe19 film and the ISHE induced in Pt wires
attached to the ends of film. Here Js and ESHE respectively denote the spatial
direction of the thermally induced spin current in the Ni81Fe19 film and the
electromotive force generated by the ISHE in the Pt wire. The spin
polarization vector, s, of the spin current lies along the magnetization
direction.
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Figure 3 | Measurements of electromotive force. a, Illustration of the spin-
dependent electrochemical potentials, m" and m#, induced by a temperature
gradient in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample system. DT denotes the temperature
difference between the ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. b, c, DT dependence of the
electric voltage difference V between the ends of the Pt wire in the
Ni81Fe19–Pt sample forH5 100Oewhen the Ptwire is attached to the lower-
temperature (300K, b) and higher-temperature (300K1DT, c) ends of the
Ni81Fe19 layer. For H5 100Oe, the magnetization of the Ni81Fe19 layer is
aligned along the magnetic field direction. The error bars represent the 95%
confidence level (62s.d.). d,DT dependence of the electric voltage difference
V between the sides of a plain Ni81Fe19 film (no Pt layer) for H5 100Oe, in
the direction perpendicular to that of the temperature-gradient. The
measurement was performed at the lower-temperature end of the film. The
errors are negligibly small. e, f,H dependence ofV between the ends of the Pt
wire in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample for various values of DT, measured when the
Pt wire is attached to the lower-temperature (e) and higher-temperature
(f) ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. g, H dependence of V between the sides of a
plain Ni81Fe19 film, in the direction perpendicular to that of temperature
gradient. The measurement was performed at the lower-temperature end of
the film. Scale bars in e, f and g, 10 mV.
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z direction. Because the spin polarization, s, of this spin current lies
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direction owing to the ISHE in the Pt layer (Fig. 2d and equation (1)).
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the temperature T and on the densities n" and n#. Thus, the gradient of m" can
be expanded as =m"5 (hmc"/hn")=n"1 (hmc"/hT)=T2 e=w (and that of m#
similarly). The first term on the right-hand side reflects the particle-density
(n") modulation (accumulation term) and the second term the entropy
contribution; hmc"/hT reflects the spin-subband entropy. Because, in
comparison with our sample size (L5 6mm), =n" and =n# decay within a
spin-diffusion length25 (,5nm in NiFe) of the ends, the accumulation terms
have a minor role and the difference between =m" and =m# is given by
=(m"2m#)5 eSS=T, where SS5 (1/e)[hmc"/hT2 hmc#/hT]. For a metallic
magnet, in general, hmc"/hT? hmc#/hT. This implies that a temperature
gradient induces a finite gradient of spin voltage, m"2m#. Because of the
symmetry,m"2m# crosses zero at the centre of the sample.b, c, Illustrationsof
the measurement set-up in the present study. The sample consists of a
Ni81Fe19 film with a Pt wire attached to one end. The surface of the Ni81Fe19
film is a 24-mm2 rectangle. The chemical composition was confirmed using
fluorescent X-ray microscopy. H denotes the external magnetic field vector
(with magnitude H). To generate a temperature gradient in the film, the
temperature difference between two Cu blocks connected to either end of the
samplewas controlled in a vacuum,usingheaters and thermocouples attached
to the blocks. d, Illustration of the spin Seebeck effect induced by a
temperature gradient =T in a Ni81Fe19 film and the ISHE induced in Pt wires
attached to the ends of film. Here Js and ESHE respectively denote the spatial
direction of the thermally induced spin current in the Ni81Fe19 film and the
electromotive force generated by the ISHE in the Pt wire. The spin
polarization vector, s, of the spin current lies along the magnetization
direction.
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Figure 3 | Measurements of electromotive force. a, Illustration of the spin-
dependent electrochemical potentials, m" and m#, induced by a temperature
gradient in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample system. DT denotes the temperature
difference between the ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. b, c, DT dependence of the
electric voltage difference V between the ends of the Pt wire in the
Ni81Fe19–Pt sample forH5 100Oewhen the Ptwire is attached to the lower-
temperature (300K, b) and higher-temperature (300K1DT, c) ends of the
Ni81Fe19 layer. For H5 100Oe, the magnetization of the Ni81Fe19 layer is
aligned along the magnetic field direction. The error bars represent the 95%
confidence level (62s.d.). d,DT dependence of the electric voltage difference
V between the sides of a plain Ni81Fe19 film (no Pt layer) for H5 100Oe, in
the direction perpendicular to that of the temperature-gradient. The
measurement was performed at the lower-temperature end of the film. The
errors are negligibly small. e, f,H dependence ofV between the ends of the Pt
wire in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample for various values of DT, measured when the
Pt wire is attached to the lower-temperature (e) and higher-temperature
(f) ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. g, H dependence of V between the sides of a
plain Ni81Fe19 film, in the direction perpendicular to that of temperature
gradient. The measurement was performed at the lower-temperature end of
the film. Scale bars in e, f and g, 10 mV.
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The mechanism of the measurement is as follows. In this set-up,

the spin voltage, m"2 m#, which is thermally generated in theNi81Fe19
layer, induces a spin current in the Pt layer through the Ni81Fe19–Pt
interface (Figs 2d and 3a). In the Pt layer, jm"2m#j decreases along the
z direction. Because the spin polarization, s, of this spin current lies
along the magnetization direction, when jHj.HC the spin current

induced in the Pt layer generates an electromotive force along the y
direction owing to the ISHE in the Pt layer (Fig. 2d and equation (1)).
Here we note that the sign of m"2 m# reverses between the ends of the
Ni81Fe19 layer, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Therefore, the direction of s in
the Pt layer and the sign of ESHE, the electromotive force induced by
the ISHE, are expected to reverse between the higher- and the lower-
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Figure 2 | Experimental set-up. a, Illustration of the calculated distributions
of the electrochemical potentials m" and m# for spin-up and, respectively, spin-
down electrons in a metallic magnet. A temperature gradient =T is applied
along the x direction. We write m" and m# respectively as m"5mc"2 ew and
m#5mc#2 ew, where e is the elementary charge,w is the electrostatic potential,
and mc" and m
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# are the spin-dependent chemical potentials, which depend on

the temperature T and on the densities n" and n#. Thus, the gradient of m" can
be expanded as =m"5 (hmc"/hn")=n"1 (hmc"/hT)=T2 e=w (and that of m#
similarly). The first term on the right-hand side reflects the particle-density
(n") modulation (accumulation term) and the second term the entropy
contribution; hmc"/hT reflects the spin-subband entropy. Because, in
comparison with our sample size (L5 6mm), =n" and =n# decay within a
spin-diffusion length25 (,5nm in NiFe) of the ends, the accumulation terms
have a minor role and the difference between =m" and =m# is given by
=(m"2m#)5 eSS=T, where SS5 (1/e)[hmc"/hT2 hmc#/hT]. For a metallic
magnet, in general, hmc"/hT? hmc#/hT. This implies that a temperature
gradient induces a finite gradient of spin voltage, m"2m#. Because of the
symmetry,m"2m# crosses zero at the centre of the sample.b, c, Illustrationsof
the measurement set-up in the present study. The sample consists of a
Ni81Fe19 film with a Pt wire attached to one end. The surface of the Ni81Fe19
film is a 24-mm2 rectangle. The chemical composition was confirmed using
fluorescent X-ray microscopy. H denotes the external magnetic field vector
(with magnitude H). To generate a temperature gradient in the film, the
temperature difference between two Cu blocks connected to either end of the
samplewas controlled in a vacuum,usingheaters and thermocouples attached
to the blocks. d, Illustration of the spin Seebeck effect induced by a
temperature gradient =T in a Ni81Fe19 film and the ISHE induced in Pt wires
attached to the ends of film. Here Js and ESHE respectively denote the spatial
direction of the thermally induced spin current in the Ni81Fe19 film and the
electromotive force generated by the ISHE in the Pt wire. The spin
polarization vector, s, of the spin current lies along the magnetization
direction.
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Figure 3 | Measurements of electromotive force. a, Illustration of the spin-
dependent electrochemical potentials, m" and m#, induced by a temperature
gradient in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample system. DT denotes the temperature
difference between the ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. b, c, DT dependence of the
electric voltage difference V between the ends of the Pt wire in the
Ni81Fe19–Pt sample forH5 100Oewhen the Ptwire is attached to the lower-
temperature (300K, b) and higher-temperature (300K1DT, c) ends of the
Ni81Fe19 layer. For H5 100Oe, the magnetization of the Ni81Fe19 layer is
aligned along the magnetic field direction. The error bars represent the 95%
confidence level (62s.d.). d,DT dependence of the electric voltage difference
V between the sides of a plain Ni81Fe19 film (no Pt layer) for H5 100Oe, in
the direction perpendicular to that of the temperature-gradient. The
measurement was performed at the lower-temperature end of the film. The
errors are negligibly small. e, f,H dependence ofV between the ends of the Pt
wire in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample for various values of DT, measured when the
Pt wire is attached to the lower-temperature (e) and higher-temperature
(f) ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. g, H dependence of V between the sides of a
plain Ni81Fe19 film, in the direction perpendicular to that of temperature
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First Thermal Platform Data:  Nickel
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H), Nernst effects26 are suppressed. The distance between the ends of
the Ni81Fe19 layer along the temperature gradient is L5 6mm, which
is much greater than the spin-diffusion length of Ni81Fe19

25.
The mechanism of the measurement is as follows. In this set-up,

the spin voltage, m"2 m#, which is thermally generated in theNi81Fe19
layer, induces a spin current in the Pt layer through the Ni81Fe19–Pt
interface (Figs 2d and 3a). In the Pt layer, jm"2m#j decreases along the
z direction. Because the spin polarization, s, of this spin current lies
along the magnetization direction, when jHj.HC the spin current

induced in the Pt layer generates an electromotive force along the y
direction owing to the ISHE in the Pt layer (Fig. 2d and equation (1)).
Here we note that the sign of m"2 m# reverses between the ends of the
Ni81Fe19 layer, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Therefore, the direction of s in
the Pt layer and the sign of ESHE, the electromotive force induced by
the ISHE, are expected to reverse between the higher- and the lower-
temperature ends (Fig. 2d and equation (1)). This distinctive beha-
viour of the electromotive force is characteristic of the ISHE induced
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Figure 2 | Experimental set-up. a, Illustration of the calculated distributions
of the electrochemical potentials m" and m# for spin-up and, respectively, spin-
down electrons in a metallic magnet. A temperature gradient =T is applied
along the x direction. We write m" and m# respectively as m"5mc"2 ew and
m#5mc#2 ew, where e is the elementary charge,w is the electrostatic potential,
and mc" and m

c
# are the spin-dependent chemical potentials, which depend on

the temperature T and on the densities n" and n#. Thus, the gradient of m" can
be expanded as =m"5 (hmc"/hn")=n"1 (hmc"/hT)=T2 e=w (and that of m#
similarly). The first term on the right-hand side reflects the particle-density
(n") modulation (accumulation term) and the second term the entropy
contribution; hmc"/hT reflects the spin-subband entropy. Because, in
comparison with our sample size (L5 6mm), =n" and =n# decay within a
spin-diffusion length25 (,5nm in NiFe) of the ends, the accumulation terms
have a minor role and the difference between =m" and =m# is given by
=(m"2m#)5 eSS=T, where SS5 (1/e)[hmc"/hT2 hmc#/hT]. For a metallic
magnet, in general, hmc"/hT? hmc#/hT. This implies that a temperature
gradient induces a finite gradient of spin voltage, m"2m#. Because of the
symmetry,m"2m# crosses zero at the centre of the sample.b, c, Illustrationsof
the measurement set-up in the present study. The sample consists of a
Ni81Fe19 film with a Pt wire attached to one end. The surface of the Ni81Fe19
film is a 24-mm2 rectangle. The chemical composition was confirmed using
fluorescent X-ray microscopy. H denotes the external magnetic field vector
(with magnitude H). To generate a temperature gradient in the film, the
temperature difference between two Cu blocks connected to either end of the
samplewas controlled in a vacuum,usingheaters and thermocouples attached
to the blocks. d, Illustration of the spin Seebeck effect induced by a
temperature gradient =T in a Ni81Fe19 film and the ISHE induced in Pt wires
attached to the ends of film. Here Js and ESHE respectively denote the spatial
direction of the thermally induced spin current in the Ni81Fe19 film and the
electromotive force generated by the ISHE in the Pt wire. The spin
polarization vector, s, of the spin current lies along the magnetization
direction.
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Figure 3 | Measurements of electromotive force. a, Illustration of the spin-
dependent electrochemical potentials, m" and m#, induced by a temperature
gradient in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample system. DT denotes the temperature
difference between the ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. b, c, DT dependence of the
electric voltage difference V between the ends of the Pt wire in the
Ni81Fe19–Pt sample forH5 100Oewhen the Ptwire is attached to the lower-
temperature (300K, b) and higher-temperature (300K1DT, c) ends of the
Ni81Fe19 layer. For H5 100Oe, the magnetization of the Ni81Fe19 layer is
aligned along the magnetic field direction. The error bars represent the 95%
confidence level (62s.d.). d,DT dependence of the electric voltage difference
V between the sides of a plain Ni81Fe19 film (no Pt layer) for H5 100Oe, in
the direction perpendicular to that of the temperature-gradient. The
measurement was performed at the lower-temperature end of the film. The
errors are negligibly small. e, f,H dependence ofV between the ends of the Pt
wire in the Ni81Fe19–Pt sample for various values of DT, measured when the
Pt wire is attached to the lower-temperature (e) and higher-temperature
(f) ends of the Ni81Fe19 layer. g, H dependence of V between the sides of a
plain Ni81Fe19 film, in the direction perpendicular to that of temperature
gradient. The measurement was performed at the lower-temperature end of
the film. Scale bars in e, f and g, 10 mV.
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BUT be careful!  We didn’t switch the 
definition of “High” and “Low”!!! So 
both ARE consistent with Saitoh group’s 
measurement of nickel!
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A pretty good start...
Same sign of field-induced changes in Vishe as 
Saitoh’s group sees. Size of signal ~ 
comparable,with corrections for geometry and 
Delta T
Clearly plagued somewhat by large background 
(presumably from charge Seebeck, etc.), makes 
this somewhat confusing.
Platform broke at the end of first runs
Recently completed fabrication of new samples
Py films, attempt at improving isolation structure 
for more symmetric temperature response
Working to implement ac lock-in detection...
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Latest Data...(Py film)
WARNING!!! Extremely new....
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Hard to believe there is a sensible field dependence here.  
Potential Reasons?  Interface problems?  SSE really zero 
in Py on amorphous substrate? Non-linear regime is just 
too kooky? Other random crap?  Will have to stay tuned...
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 What is the mechanism(s) of the SSE?
 SSE on low conductivity substrates?

 Maybe not so simple?  
 Signal sizes in Ni, Py, Fe compare to magnon 
and phonon drag?

 Still no help for overall sign there...
 As a community, still need more DATA

Questions, Questions...
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